Late magnetic fields and positive evoked potentials following infrequent and unpredictable omissions of visual stimuli.
Randomized and infrequent omissions during presentation of a steady train of visual stimulation produced distinctive wave forms of both the magnetic fields and electrical potentials. Electrical potentials at Pz showed a positive peak in response to the omitted stimuli which occurred on the average 445 msec after the time when a stimulus was anticipated. Analyses of the magnetic wave forms indicated that at least two separate sources appear to be active coincident with the electrical positive peak. One source localized in the occipital lobes in the vicinity of the visual cortex while the other source was located in the medial aspects of the temporal lobe or even deeper in the lateral thalamus. Judging from the calculated direction of current flow it appeared that the deep source would contribute greater potentials in the frontal areas of the scalp while the source in the occipital area would contribute to more posterior placement of electrodes, especially at Pz.